SOA Strategy Workshop
Not Sure How to Utilize SOA at Your Organization? We Can Help.
You’ve heard about the benefits of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), but how can it help your organization?
Where do you start? What software do you need now and what can wait? Which of your specific business
and IT endeavors can benefit from SOA? Sierra-Cedar can help answer these questions while educating your
employees about the use of SOA as it relates to your specific business and technology goals. The workshop
includes interactive sessions where Sierra-Cedar will guide your team through exercises to identify short-,
medium-, and long-term goals that can be achieved with SOA.

Timeline/Scope
The on-site portion of the workshop is delivered in three consecutive days.
Workshop Agenda
Day 1
• Introductions
•	Overview of SOA
concepts
•	Current client
environment
•	Deep-dive into
specific systems and
processes

Day 2

Day 3

•	Follow-up questions
from Day 1
•	Complete deep-dive
into systems and
processes
• Current projects
•	Identification of future
endeavors
•	Discussion of
dependencies and
constraints (budget,
resources, hardware,
other projects, etc.)

•	Introduction to Oracle
SOA offerings
•	Align SOA
products with client
environment and
projects
•	Prioritize and
rationalize short-,
medium-, and longterm goals
•	Assess the skills of
client IT team and
identify any gaps

Day 4

Day 5

• No formal sessions
•	Sierra-Cedar
•	Sierra-Cedar
completes the
consolidates the
deliverable
information gathered
•	Sierra-Cedar walks
and prepares the
Client team through
strategy and roadmap
the deliverable
deliverable
content
•	Follow-up
conversations as
needed if there are
questions from SierraCedar

What You Will Get
Sierra-Cedar’s final deliverable will describe how SOA can be used in your upcoming projects, explain what your
team needs to make it happen, and lay out a roadmap to help you with planning and strategy:
• Executive Summary
• Alignment of SOA Products with Proposed Projects (License Planning)
• Current Environment
• Roadmap of Activities, Projects, and Product Licensing
• Potential SOA Projects
• Recommended Next Steps

Why Sierra-Cedar
Sierra-Cedar is an industry leader in SOA consulting, with proven capability to plan, architect, and implement
robust SOA solutions. Because this SOA Strategy Workshop is intended to provide a realistic strategy and
roadmap, Sierra-Cedar engages active delivery architects to conduct the workshop. These are the same
resources that implement SOA solutions and can incorporate that knowledge and experience to guide your team
in SOA strategy and planning.
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